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the MRes programme at Hudderseld University: School of Art & Design

Neville Tomb Case Study
Digital Sculpting for Historical Representation:
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Objectives

Project Workow

Research Project Proposal

Despite digital 3D poly-modelling applications 
providing a common and powerful tool-set for  
archaeological, architectural and historical  
visualisation over recent years, digital 
deformation sculpting tools are little used at 
present within the area of historical 
visualisation.
MoreMore commonly applied within the video games and 
TV/motion picture industries, the intention of this research 
proposal is to combine such tools and methodologies with 
existing scanned data and historical knowledge to remedi-
ate and re-imagine lost sculptural form. The aim would be to 
support both academic and public understanding of such 
missing artefacts. 
In addition, the research may promote alternative methods 
of prototyping within traditional stone carving industries 
and further provide an opportunity to critically evaluate  
approaches to deliberately mediated sculptural surrogates 
and their location within historical representation.
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